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Abstract. Evolutionary Computation (EC) provides high performance on real world optimization problems
such as scheduling, resource distribution, portfolio optimization etc. Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm
was first reported in 1995. Based on the characteristics of simple structure, high accuracy and efficiency, and
the requirement of fewer parameters, DE has received significant attention from researchers. It has been
applied to numerous fields and performs much better than other evolutionary computation.Although DE
shows powerful performance, but it has attach importance to the drawbacks of unstable convergence,
breakaway the solution space, and the common defect of evolution computation “dropping into regional
optimum”. In this study, inspired from Genetic Algorithm (GA), we attempt to improve the traditional
differential evolution algorithm and propose a novel algorithm “Activated Strategy Differential Evolution”
(ASDE). Based on import the Activated Strategy (AS) intensified the structure of traditional DE for
enhancing the accuracy and efficiency again
Keywords: Evolution Computation (EC), Differential Evolution (DE), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Activated
Strategy Differential Evolution (ASDE), Activation Strategy (AS).

1. Introduction
In real world, every problem has different “Feasible solutions”, and these feasible solutions will be in
accordance with the needs of different individuals have different restrictions, such multi-solution problems
called NP-Hard problems namely not yet to found the appropriate solution’s problems.
Recently, the focus of evolution computation was on different types of optimization problems such as
multi-variable, highly non-linear and non-differential problems. Since 1995, a novel algorithm “Differential
evolution” was announced, with high accuracy and efficiency.
In comparison with Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Genetic Algorithm (GA) and else Evolutionary
Computation (EC), DE provides more powerful performance. Nevertheless, there exist some problems like
dropping in regional optimum, break away solution space and unstable convergence in the case of DE. In this
study, to enhance the capacity of DE, we proposed Activated Strategy Differential Evolution (ASDE),
import activation strategy to DE effect upon disturb the algorithm to give activation efficacy for enhancing
the accuracy of solution. This study will examine several benchmark functions to evaluate the performance
of ASDE to confirm that import activated strategy can help increase the performance of basic DE.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Evolutionary Computation (EC)

Evolutionary computation is one of the important aspects in artificial intelligence, the main idea inspired
by Darwin 『Theory of evolution』. Nature is a complex system constructed by individuals accompanied by
the environment. The complex system will transform and adapt gradually to gain more opportunity survival
[1]. Therefore, organisms in the nature use co-evolution to generate high adaptability organisms for adapting
the environment under continuous change [9].
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Two different perspectives to explain the evolution computation, a heuristic computation inspired by
community-based animals and then use it to find the optimum solution for different portfolio optimization
problems.
From the perspective of biology, the individual of population has to compete for survival. During the
competition, the loser will be eliminated and the winner will get a chance to exist and reproduce [2] [3].
From the perspective of numerical analysis, evolution computation is an optimization algorithm similar to
random search. The essence of evolution computation is non-deterministic and, therefore, can explore the
feasible solution in the solution space. In the evolution computation, numerous individuals will continuously
follow the "niche” and each individual can be regarded as a solution for the problem. This is the reason why
evolution computation has the diverse capacity to solve problems. Most complex non-linear functions lack
the efficiency to seek appropriate solution. Hence, evolution computation has become the most effective tool
for numerical analysis [2].

2.2. Genetic Algorithm (GA)

Genetic algorithm inspired from Darwin “Nature Selection” by Holland [3], furthermore simulate
Biological adaption and evolution for complex environment moreover
applied to artificial intelligence system. In 1989, Goldberg investigated
the mechanism of genetic algorithm systematically using the basic
operators “reproduction”, “Crossover”, “Mutation”. GA is one of the
search rules based on the theory of natural selection and exercise
simulation by a computer. First, decide initial population, simulate the
evolution and adaption mechanisms and use the GA operator to generate
individuals. During the generation, the most suitable individual
(appropriate solution) will be retained at the end [3, 9, 12]. The procedure
of GA is described in the following.
The Genetic Algorithm procedure is following:
(1) Reproduction：
In order to identify and replace unsuitable parents, this mechanism
will identify better chromosomes with high probability. The fitness
function will evaluate whether the chromosomes should be reserved or
not. If the initial population includes N chromosomes, the reproduction
mechanism will reproduce the same number of chromosomes [11].
(2)Crossover：
Different chromosomes are enabled through the crossover mechanism
and the information is exchanged randomly. That is two chromosomes Fig. 1、The procedure of Genetic Algorithm
are combined according to the crossover function to compose a new
chromosome with the characteristics of parents. The purpose is to
combine a new chromosome provider with better fitness, but there is a risk of inheriting bad characteristics
from parents; therefore, crossover mechanism cannot confirm whether new chromosomes are always better
than their parents [11].
(3)Mutation：
During the evolution process, individuals will mutate the segment of genetics to enhance the fitness to
adapt variation. Mutation mechanism is to prevent premature convergence, exploration of new solution space,
and to avoid dropping into regional optimum [11].

2.3. Differential Evolution (DE)

Differential evolution was reported in 1995, which is derived from the Price for solving Chebyshev
polynomial fitting problem [4]. This was formally proposed in 1996 during the first session of IEEE
evolution optimization conference, and become one of the well known algorithm [5,6,7]. Differential
evolution constructed on individual difference, added the difference to another and observed whether bring
positive result or not. According to the concept, obtain the purpose of evolution.
The Differential evolution procedures and parameters setting are described in the following:
(1)Initialization: Setup the related parameters.
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(2)Mutation: Three vectors Xr1,G 、 Xr2,G 、 Xr3,G are random
selected, and the Donor Vector (Vi,G+1) is generated
according to the following formula and mutation
factor (F) as Vi,G+1 =Xr1,G + F (Xr2,G − Xr3,G)
(3)Crossover: Crossover the Donor Vector and the Target Vector
(Xi,G) selected from the population to generate the
Trial Vector (Ui,G). The following formula decides
the Crossover rate. In the generation of j, the ith
segment of Ui,G is composed by Xi,G or
Vi,G .Illustrate with Fig 2.
(4) Selection: Compare with the Trial Vector (Ui,G) and Target
Vector (Xi,G) to decide the next generation new Target vector.

Fig. 2 Crossover mechanism [6]

The parameter setting is described in the following:
Fig. 2 Crossover mechanism [6]

(1)Number of Vector (NP):
The total number of the solution vector in the generation is
determined based on the Number of Population. Large population
required longer computing time; on the contrary, small population
in search of a large solution space may not be very efficient.
(2)Mutation factor (F)：

This factor decides how many perturbation ratios the solution
can acquire. If the value is larger, the magnitude of jump out will
increase, namely obtain better ability to breakaway regional
optimum, but the efficiency of convergence will be decelerate. On
the other hand, smaller mutation factor can converge rapidly, but
has a relatively high probability of dropping into the regional
optimum. Generally, F suggests setting between 0 and 2 (But not 0). Furthermore, according to the previous
studies, F is generally set between 0.4 and 1. But is not yet conclusive, the F value should be investigate in
depth [9, 12].
(3) Crossover Rate (CR)：
Determine the swapping probability between the trial vector and target vector. Larger CR means more
segment should be swapped between the two vectors, in other words, both the trial vector and target vector
are highly similar.
Differential evolution can be separated to “differential operator” and “selection operator”. Illustrate with
Fig. 3, first random select 4 solution vectors, one target vector else vectors Xr1,G , Xr2,G , Xr3,G get into
mutation mechanism. After mutation mechanism, obtain a new vector called Donor Vector (Vi,G).
Furthermore according to combination to generate Trial Vector (Ui,G). Eventually according to Selection
operator to select which can be reserved into next generation? The computation formula is following:
Vi,G+1 =Xr1,G + F (Xr2,G − Xr3,G)

2.4. Activation Strategy (AS)
For activation, look for the first non-zero value in the
solution vector and randomly alternates by 0-9. If select
the segment located at bottom after decimal point in
solution vector will cause insufficient for perturbation. The
purpose to look for the first non-zero value is avoided in
the above situation to enhance the evolution performance
as illustrated in Fig 4. Before perturbation, the solution vector was 0.0004512673193, after perturbation it
became 0.0007512673191.Taking the random value for replacing the original value to perturb solution
vector, the activation strategy can help the solution vector break away when the solution vector drops into
the regional optimum. But to a certain extent may not breakaway region optimum effectively, but through
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selection mechanism eliminate unsuitable solution to avoid unsuitable solution reserved into next generation
caused performance to decrease. In this study, importing activation strategy to selection operator for giving
another mutation cause effectively exploration solution space, furthermore giving the ability of perturbation
prevent to drop into region optimum cannot break away. Simultaneously improve the common problems
such as unstable convergence and dropping into region optimum.

3. Research Methods and Design
3.1. Experimental Design
In this study, we proposed a novel algorithm by importing Activation
Strategy (AS) to improve DE/best. Approach to implement activation
strategy to give second chance mutate, namely offer more alternative
solution for the selection mechanism to select best one into next
generation. During the generation expansion, approach to implement
above structure will optimize the solution in every generation for
increasing convergence rate. Therefore in early period, ASDE will
represents powerful convergence rate, according to provide with more
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6:
Step 7:

Initialization; Initialize all the parameters.
Random select initial vectors.
Evaluate fitness.
Mutation; According to the computation formula, generate the donor
vector.
Recombination; Crossover the Donor vector and Target Vector to
generate the trial Vector.
Selection; compare it with the Activation Trial Vector and the
original Target Vector and Trial Vector. Furthermore determine the
one that can be reserved for the next generation.
Upon achieving the goal, terminate the condition or back to step 2.

alternative solution for selecting
can make convergence more stable. The improvement procedures and flow chart is following:

3.2. Parameter setup and Experimental Benchmark Function
The experimental parameter setting is discussed in the Table I. In this study, utilize four benchmark
functions for evaluating the performance of Activation Strategy Differential Evolution (ASDE). All of the
benchmarks will be separate repeated 1000 times (30-Dimension, 1000 generation) and 100 (60-Dimension,
2000 generation) times to obtain the average. The DE/rand and DE/best are compared to understand ASDE’s
effectiveness. The functions characteristics show in Table II.
TABLE 1.
THE TABLE OF PARAMETER SETUP

TABLE 2.
Function characteristics
Category

Mutation Factor(F)

0.5

Number

Name

Crossover rate (CR)

0.9

f1

Sphere

Single-modality

Maximum of iteration(iter)

1000,2000

f2

Rosenbrock

Single-modality

f (x) [100*(xi2 xi1)2 (1xi)2]

Upper bound

100

f3

Griewank

Multi-modality

f ( x)  

Lower bound

-100

f4

Rastrigrin

Multi-modality

f ( x)   ( xi2  10*cos(2 xi )  10)

Number of vector(NP)
Dimension (Dim)

Function

f ( x )   ( xi ) 2

xi2
x
  cos( i )  1
4000
i

50
30, 60

4. Experimental Results
In this study, DE/rand, DE/best, and ASDE on the performance of benchmark functions Sphere,
Rosenbrock, Griewank, Restrigrin are compared. The four benchmark functions had a theoretical minimum
value of 0. In the experimental study, we compared DE/rand, DE/best and ASDE to confirm with their own
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stability and the best experimental result, and ultimately through the experimental result analysis their
performance in different dimensions complex function.
 Benchmark function: Sphere (f1)

According to the experiment result and convergence progress, ASDE in the single-modality function
Sphere provides significant performance than DE/best and DE/rand. Therefore we can confirm ASDE is
more effectiveness. ASDE represents more powerful solving ability than original DE.
 Benchmark function: Rosenbrock (f2)
In the benchmark function Rosenbrock (f2), ASDE has slight difference with DE/best in “best” value,
but average is better than DE/best between 30 and 60 dimension. According to the result, in function
Rosenbrock, ASDE shows more stability than improvement target DE/best.
 Benchmark function : Griewank(f3)：
In this function, DE/rand is much better than DE/best in average, therefore, in this function DE/best
(improvement object) has poor performance. After importing activation strategy, ASDE to give
consideration to stability and performance, moreover significant exceed DE/rand. In different dimension,
ASDE still provides superiority performance, ASDE obtain the theoretical minimum value of 0 regardless
Avg or Best in 30 and 60 dimensions.
 Benchmark function : Rastrigrin(f4)：
In Restrigrin (f4), compared with these algorithms, ASDE is significantly superior in stability and
performance. In the later period of convergence, ASDE has outstanding gap with DE/rand and DE/best in 30
dimensions. According to the experimental result, importing the activation strategy, ASDE proof the
performance and stability in this function. But when the dimension extend, ASDE likely to be affected by
improvement object DE/best.
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Fig. 7 Rosenbrock (f2) 30-Dimension

Fig. 6 Sphere (f1) 30-Dimension

Fig. 9 Rastrigrin (f4) 30-Dimension

Fig. 8 Griewank (f3) 30-Dimension

Fig. 10 Sphere (f1) 60-Dimension

Fig. 11 Rosenbrock (f2) 60-Dimension

Fig. 12 Griewank (f3) 60-Dimension

Fig. 13 Rastrigrin (f4) 60-Dimension

5. Conclusion
In this study, we depend on the import activation strategy to improve the DE/best to enhance the
performance and stability. Eventually we proposed a novel algorithm “ASDE” which can increase the
capacity of exploration solution space, simultaneously providing the ability of perturbation to avoid dropping
into regional optimum. Approach to this new algorithm “ASDE”, reform the evolutionary computation
common problems and to enhance the differential evolution performance newly.
According to the experimental results, ASDE about performance and convergence has been confirming
have significant effect, especially multi-modality function. ASDE not only improves the drawbacks of
traditional DE such as unstable convergence and easy to drop into regional optimum, more proof this novel
algorithm provide with high stable convergence and significant performance than original DE, but also the
first study implement activation strategy into differential evolution algorithm. In the future, we will
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investigate different activation strategies constantly to enhance performance for solving more complex
function and real-life application problems.
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